Two special issues will be published in the next eighteen months:

The December 2001 issue will contain the papers presented at the symposium

**The life and times of Sir George Biddell Airy**
celebrating the sesquicentenary of Airy's transit circle

**Honest, humorous and just: Airy the man**
*Allan Chapman, Wadham College, Oxford*

**The Airys and Greenwich**
*Frances Ward, Greenwich Local History Librarian*

**The British astronomer**
*Allan Chapman*

**Airy and positional astronomy**
*Gilbert Satterthwaite, Imperial College, London*

**Airy's transit circle**
*Gilbert Satterthwaite*

**Airy and Faraday: contrasts in scientific style**
*Frank James, Royal Institution of Great Britain*

**Extraneous government business: the Astronomer Royal as Government Scientist**
*Adam Perkins, University of Cambridge Library*

**The discovery of Neptune**
*Allan Chapman*

The December 2002 issue will be devoted to the

**Sesquicentenary of the Detroit Observatory**

*Rudi Lindner*
*Don Osterbrock*
*Patricia Whitesell*